
TOPIC  SCHEDULE
Architectural projection methods, 

Architectural drawings and documentations

A) Administrative issues:

1. Reference Materials:   

Repeated: all mandatory course materials and references are uploaded onto the website of the department at 

http://www.epszerk.bme.hu /// Courses in English /// Basic Tools

Other elective english language building construction books are available in limited quantities at the University 
Bookstore.

2. Semester project cover sheet format:   see below (please adhere)

B) Today’s Lecture:

1. General topics on architectural drawings and documentations:  
Architects, as other engineers, communicate with other professionals (authorities, other engineers, interior 
designers, landscape arcitects etc.) through technical drawings, written technical descriptions and verbal 
communication (consultation, on-site architectural technical consultation). The means of this 
communication is regulated, unified and – in many countries, such as Hungary standardized by law. There is 
an international standard of technical drawings that will be understood by most engineers.

2.  Architectural projection methods:  
The backbone of any technical drawing representation is the projection techniqe that communicates the 
subject of the drawing in a clearly and specifically defined manner that will show detail in necessary depth. 
In architecture, we use standard orthogonal projections (floor plans, cross-sections and elevations) as well as 
free 3D projection techniques (isometric, axonometric, perspective). Other representation methods may be 
used, such as movies, virtual reality images, panoramic pictures etc. 

3. Architectural drawings and documentations:  
Architectural documentations are composed of drawings, written technical documentations. The written 
information will explain and further specify details that are not readily available form the drawings. 
Technical consultations will be held by the designer if required (further explanation of detail questions). The 
detailing of the plans and the precise explanation specifications is the architect’s primary interest, as he/she 
is legally responsible for adequate/accurate communication. The artistic nature of the representations will 
vary greatly in the 3D visualization, while the obligatory 2D images should adhere to traditional technical 
drawing rules.

Mandatory information:  1:5000, 1:2000, 1:1000 layout and concept plans
1:500, 1:200 concept and jury plans
1:100 permit plans
1:50 realization or construction plans
1:25, 1:10, 1:5, 1:1 etc. construction detail plans
technical descriptions: written part of the above
visualizations: 3d information of the above

C) Controll questions:

Questions given by lecturer on the basis of this course material at the beginning of next 
class!

Bring:  1 blank A4 sheet, permanent pen, ruler 



REFERENCE MATERIALS:

1. Projection methods:



Perspective projections (3D):



Isometric projections (3D):



Drawings:



2D projections:



Details (2D, 3D):





Technical drawing symbols:









Sample Floor plan:



`

Project tasks:




